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ABSTRACT
This paper presents RAJA, a Resour e-Adaptive Java Agent
Infrastru ture. RAJA is easily a essible to agent developers, sin e it allows stru tured programming by using a
multi-level ar hite ture to learly separate domain-spe i
fun tionality from resour e and adaptation on erns. It is
generi , sin e it is appli able to a wide range of adaptation
strategies. These two key features are illustrated by several
appli ations, where the RAJA on ept has been su essfully
applied to solve real world problems. They stem from very
di erent domains (video streaming and spatial reasoning),
whi h demonstrates the wide range of appli ation and the
exibility of the proposed infrastru ture.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The trend of de entralized omputing is a ontinuous phenomenon in information te hnology. In the early stages,
main-frame omputers were repla ed by desktop omputers,
and more re ently mobile omputers that are still gaining
popular are already being onfronted by two new paradigms:
pervasive [29℄ and wearable (mobile) omputing [13℄.
The basi idea behind these approa hes is that the physi al environment is augmented with embedded omputing
and ommuni ation devi es. Situated in su h an environment, users might intera t with hundreds of omputers at a
time, a number of whi h they might be arrying around with
them. Moreover, they may move around and thus experien e
a highly dynami environment. In this s enario, intera tion
and omputation be ome quite dynami and omplex: software agents move along a global network, ompete over and
bargain for limited resour es, and have to adapt to rapidly
hanging resour e availability (e.g. omputing power or network bandwidth). Thus, in order to work properly, and
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to guarantee a ertain level of real-time requirements and
quality of servi e (QoS), appli ations (or software agents)
are required to ontinuously adapt to the urrent resour e
situation. This in ludes, for example, adjusting resour e
demands dynami ally using multi- delity[26℄, anytime algorithms, or by migrating to more powerful sites if minimum
requirements annot be ful lled at the urrent lo ation.
The agent paradigm has emerged as one of the most
promising approa hes to address the hallenges of pervasive
and mobile appli ations in highly dynami and omplex environments. Even though there is no general agreement on
a single de nition of what an agent is, the following is the
one most suitable in our ontext [30℄:
An agent is a omputer system that is situated in some environment, and that is apable of
autonomous a tion in this environment in order
to meet its design obje tives.
An agent per eives its ( hanging) environment and is able
to a t without the intervention of humans or other systems.
Espe ially by exploiting parallelism, distribution and mobility, multi-agent systems (MAS) promise to be more powerful
and eÆ ient than onventional programs [2℄, e.g. by making
better use of available resour es.
In the ontext of pervasive and mobile omputing, a number of middleware systems (not ne essarily agent-based) for
resour e-adaptive appli ations have been developed. However, most of them are limited to a small set of spe i adaptation strategies. We onsider the hallenge of designing a
new agent infrastru ture1 for resour e-adaptive appli ations
mat hing the following requirements: First of all, it should
be generi , i.e., independent of a parti ular adaptation strategy and thus be able to support a broad range of adaptation
strategies. These strategies an range from applying multidelity, anytime algorithms, exploiting the advantages of
distributed systems using load balan ing and agent mobility to more elaborate strategies. Se ondly, it should support
both resour e-adaptive and resour e-unaware appli ations.
Thirdly, it should be easily a essible to agent developers
and allow stru tured programming of adaptive systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
rst des ribe related work in the elds of agent infrastru tures and resour e-awareness. Se tion 3 gives a detailed
1
A ording to Shehory [27℄ a (multi-)agent infrastru ture
des ribes both the agent internal ar hite ture and the multiagent organization, and the dependen ies between the two.

presentation of our novel agent infrastru ture for resour eadaptive systems, RAJA. Then, we give a more detailed
des ription of the underlying implementation and its philosophy (se tion 4). In se tion 5, we present three examples of
resour e-adaptive appli ations, whi h were developed using
RAJA. In se tion 6, we ompare RAJA with other systems.
In the on luding se tion, we sum up the main hara teristi s of our on ept, and point out future resear h dire tions.

2.

RELATED WORK

KQML [7℄ and FIPA spe i ations [8℄ are standardization
approa hes for the interoperability of multi-agent systems.
Sin e then a number of agent infrastru tures, whi h provide
tools for building agents and enabling them to ommuni ate
via the KQML or the FIPA agent ommuni ation language
have been developed. Examples are the KQML- ompliant
Ja kal [4℄ and JATLite [16℄ as well as the FIPA- ompliant
JADE [3℄ and FIPA-OS [9℄). RAJA an be viewed as an
extension of them, whi h additionally supports resour eadaptivity. A tually, the urrent RAJA infrastru ture is
implemented on top of JADE and FIPA-OS (see se tion 4).
In order to support mobile omputing, the FIPA 2000
spe i ation [10℄ in ludes an ontology for representing the
quality of servi e of the message transport servi e and two
additional system agents: a Monitor Agent and a Control
Agent. The Monitor Agent measures the quality of servi e of
a message transport servi e, olle ts information from other
measuring sour es in a repository, and performs rst level
analysis of the olle ted data. The Control Agent (CA) ontrols a message transport onne tion and sele ts a message
transport proto ol using negotiation with other CAs. Agentbased adaptation is a hieved by negotiating message transport requirements su h as transport proto ols or message
representation. Implementing RAJA on top of a FIPA 2000ompliant software would allow it to bene t from these servi es. However, adaptation supported by RAJA is beyond
this \te hni al level", i.e., physi al layer of message transport.
DECAF (Distributed Environment Centered Agent
Framework) is a modular platform for the rapid design,
development, and exe ution of intelligent agents [14℄. It
provides a range of ar hite tural servi es su h as ommuni ation, planning, s heduling, exe ution monitoring, and
oordination. The framework supports di erent types of
adaptation in luding organizational, planning, s heduling,
and exe ution-time adaptation [5℄. The urrent implementation of RAJA supports organizational and exe ution-time
adaptation. The exibility of our infrastru ture, however,
allows for its extension to support other types of adaptation
(see se tion 7).
The Odyssey ar hite ture onsists of a set of extensions
to operating systems to support mobile, adaptive information a ess appli ations [23, 22℄. Its entral idea is that the
system monitors resour e availability, noti es appli ations
of the relevant hanges (through up alls), and enfor es resour e ontrol. This extended system-level fun tionality is
embedded inside a omponent alled vi eroy. Odyssey's approa h to adaptation is to adjust the delity of a essed data
to mat h available resour es. Wardens are the omponents,
whi h manage data type-spe i information (e.g. available
delity levels of a spe i data type). Vi eroy and wardens
ommuni ate through method alls and shared data stru tures. In this library-based approa h ea h resour e-adaptive

appli ation is in orporated with a warden. When noti ed
(by up alls), an appli ation hooses a delity level from a
range of levels o ered by the warden.
Agilos is a middleware framework for quality of servi e
adaptation, whi h is a hieved in two levels through the omponents adaptor and on gurator [17, 18℄. At the systemlevel, ea h adaptor is responsible for a spe i type of resour e, e.g. CPU or network bandwidth. It ensures a fair
and stable distribution of the available resour es among onurrent appli ations. At the appli ation-level, ea h ongurator only serves one appli ation. It takes knowledge
about appli ations into a ount and maps adaptation de isions made by the adaptor to appli ation-spe i parametertuning or re on guration hoi es within the appli ation.
The TLAM (Two Level A tor Ma hine) meta-ar hite ture
for open distributed systems is omposed of base a tors and
meta a tors [28℄. Meta a tors are part of the runtime system
whi h provide a set of ore servi es for distributed systems.
These are, for example, ommuni ation, resour e management, remote reation, migration, load balan ing, s heduling, syn hronization, and repli ation. A meta a tor an a ess and modify information within a base a tor.
While there are many di erent approa hes to resour eadaptation, the term resour e itself also has many-sided
meanings: It is a key on ept in the ontext of bounded optimality [25℄. It is not restri ted to physi al system resour es
su h as CPU performan e or memory and network apa ity,
but also overs, for example, users' resour es like time onstraints, working-memory load, emotion, or state of health.
In addition, there are situational/ ontextual resour es determined e.g. by the users' lo ation and their so ial environment. The proje t Resour e-adaptive ognitive pro ess [15℄
investigates the adaptation of ognitive pro esses to limited
resour es, whereby its fo us is on user-oriented resour eadaptivity. A user's time onstraints and working memory
limits are treated as key resour es, whose limitations are
re ognized on the basis of the user's behavior. A system
takes them into a ount and adapts its own behaviour a ordingly. We on entrate primarily on system resour es.
However, the RAJA infrastru ture is exible to also support adaptivity for other kinds of resour es (see example in
se tion 5.3).

3. THE RAJA AGENT INFRASTRUCTURE
RAJA is a multi-level agent ar hite ture (see gure 1).
At the appli ation-level basis agents model domain-spe i
appli ation fun tionality. Ea h of them an dire tly onta t any of the other basis agents via message passing. At
the system-level meta agents are part of the agent infrastru ture. They provide system-level servi es (see se tion
3.2) to basis agents as well as to other meta agents. Meta
agents ommuni ate with ea h other via message passing
just like basis agents. Unlike the meta a tors in the TLAM
model they do not dire tly examine and modify the state of
the basis agents, whi h an only be done indire tly through
ontrollers. A ontroller is atta hed to a resour e-adaptive
basis agent, while a resour e-unaware basis agent does not
have a ontroller. In its role a ontroller is omparable
to an appli ation-spe i on gurator in the Agilos middleware. In the following we give a detailed presentation of
the RAJA infrastru ture omponents and the intera tions
among them.

o ered by other agents, and routing of messages between
agents. RAJA enhan es a FIPA- ompliant MAS by additionally addressing resour e management servi es o ered by
a group of meta agents. They are:
 A Resour e Monitor is repli ated for ea h omput-

ing/ ommui ation site. It re ords the availability of
lo al resour es, whi h range from CPU power and network bandwidth to I/O fa ilities su h as displays and
printers.

Figure 1: A re e tive multi-level ar hite ture

3.1 Basis agents
While a basis agent performs (resour e-unaware) domainspe i
omputation to produ e ertain appli ation fun tionality, its atta hed ontroller performs re e tive omputation
[19℄ about the basis agent, more pre isely, about the domainspe i
omputation the basis agent performs. Examples
of re e tive omputations are monitoring of performan e,
(e.g., exe ution time or result quality), monitoring of resour e onsumption, and omputation of adaptation de ision (e.g., whi h parameter or on guration should the appli ation omputation run with next and where should it
run). Thus re e tive omputation an be both merely passive, e.g., the task of monitoring, and a tive, i.e., it in uen es or ontrols the appli ation omputation. Due to the
separation between basis agents and their ontrollers (ea h
ontroller is run in a separate thread) parallel exe ution of
appli ation and re e tive omputation an be a hieved.
In order to make appli ation-tailored adaptation de isions
a ontroller needs to have knowledge about the individual
appli ation. For example, video data an be ompressed using di erent ompression algorithms and in di erent qualities. Ea h ontroller has knowledge about the dependen y
between the appli ation parameters. In spee h re ognition,
for example, the parameter re ording quality of spee h varies
with the parameter surrounding noise level. A ontroller
also needs to understand the relationship between appli ation parameters and resour e onsumption. This means, for
example in the ontext of spee h re ognition, knowing that
bad re ording quality implies more CPU onsumption than
usual. Through runtime monitoring the dependen y and
relationship an be more pre isely expressed by numeri al
values. This knowledge, whi h is represented by numeri al
dependen y pro les, forms the de ision base for ontrollers
to make a proper adaptation de ision (e.g. how to tune a
ertain appli ation parameter) under the prevailing resour e
availability. Sophisti ated learning methods su h as performan e pro ling [31℄ ould also be deployed in the de isionmaking pro ess.

3.2 Meta agents
It is desirable that a multi-agent system provides a wide
range of infrastru ture servi es. Existing spe i ations su h
as KQML and FIPA do not address the aspe t of resour eadaptivity (FIPA 2000 [10℄ does but only to a limited extent). FIPA spe i ations onsider the interoperability of
agents and de ne agent management servi es, whi h in lude
the reation and deletion of agents, \yellow-page" dire tory
servi es for agents to register their servi es, query servi es

 A Load Balan er a quires load information of the ba-

sis agents from their ontrollers and de ides where to
perform a pending task (see example in se tion 5.2).

 A Remote Exe ution arries out the de isions of Load

Balan er by transferring the pending task to a remote
basis agent.

 A S heduler determines the a tivation order of basis

agents in order to a hieve ertain goals (see se tion 7).

The RAJA infrastru ture provides a set of prede ned
meta agents. Additionally, it provides tools for agent developers to design and implement their own meta agents
(see se tion 4) whose servi es an be shared among the basis agents.

3.3 Interactions
Intera tions between a basis agent and its ontroller are
a hieved through method invo ation (from basis agent to
ontroller) or up alls (from ontroller to basis agent). For
example, a basis agent invokes a method of its ontroller
whenever it has several alternatives to assign an appli ation
parameter to ontinue its domain-spe i omputation. The
ontroller is asked to make a re ommendation a ording to
the a tual resour e availability. Either the ontroller an
make the de ision lo ally or it must request servi es of some
meta agents.
Intera tions between ontrollers on behalf of their basis
agents and meta agents are a hieved by message passing.
Requests for meta agent servi es are sent to the servi eo ering meta agents, whi h in return reply with messages.
The intera tion an follow di erent intera tion proto ols
(e.g. FIPA-request or FIPA-query proto ol [8℄), whi h are
determined by the parti ular servi e requested. A ontroller
retrieves answers from the replies, makes some appli ationspe i adaptation de isions based on them, and then returns a re ommendation to its basis agent.
An adaptation pro ess an be initiated either by a basis
agent expli itly (expli it re e tion [19℄), or by its ontroller,
or a meta agent impli itly (impli it re e tion [19℄). A basis
agent expli itly a tivates an adaptation, on e its method
all to its ontroller returns. An adaptation pro ess will
impli itly be invoked by up alls to the basis agent, on e
the ontroller has observed some substantial performan e
hanges of the basis agent or a meta agent has reported
some resour e hanges to the ontroller.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The RAJA agent infrastru ture provides a set of Java
lasses, whi h an be extended to develop resour e-adaptive
agents [6℄.
In the following we outline the lasses
BasisAgent, Controller and MetaAgent for the omponents

basis agent, ontroller and meta agent respe tively. The
basis lass BasisAgent o ers a number of methods for agents
to
 perform agent management fun tions with FIPA sys-

tem agents su h as the Agent Management System,
the Agent Communi ation Channel, and the Dire tory
Fa ilitator.

 ommuni ate via message passing. Convenient meth-

ods are available to reate new messages and reply
messages, and to send and re eive them. In RAJA
there are two ways to handle in oming messages for a
basis agent. They an either be kept in a lo al message queue waiting for retrieval by the basis agent,
whi h expli itely alls the method re eiveMessage or
blo kingRe eiveMessage, or they an be forwarded
by RAJA to some dedi ated message handlers, whi h
have been spe i ed by the agent developers.

 spe ify their task stru ture. The fun tionality of a

basis agent an be divided into a number of sequential or parallel tasks, where ea h task an be further
subdivided into sub-tasks. The task stru ture an be
both linear and non-linear (e.g. a task stru ture with
bran hes). With RAJA it an be de ned at runtime
by dynami ally adding and removing (sub-)tasks.

 bene t from agent mobility. Questions like \Where

am I", \Where is agent A" or \Whi h are the available sites to whi h I an move" an be answered using
method alls to the RAJA runtime system.

Ea h meta agent o ers a ouple of servi es. The basis
lass MetaAgent provides methods for meta agents to spe ify their servi es, whi h are derived from MetaAgentA tion
(e.g., the name and a tor of ea h servi e and the intera tion
proto ol it follows will be spe i ed). Further methods exist
for registering the asso itated tasks, whi h implement the
fun tionality of these servi es. Ea h meta agent is equipped
with a dispat her by the RAJA infrastru ture, whi h reeives messages addressed to its meta agent, retrieves the
requested a tions from the message ontent, a tivates the a tions and eventually sends away the results a ording to the
urrently a tive intera tion proto ol. Programmers of meta
agents are ompletely relieved from the burden of message
handling. They merely write the ode whi h implements the
a tual a tion to be undertaken by the meta agent in order
to satisfy the requests.
Whenever alled by its basis agent, a ontroller he ks
if it an return a result lo ally. If not, it instantiates a
orresponding MetaAgentA tion and starts the intera tion
with the servi e-providing meta agent by alling a method
provided by the basis lass Controller. The instantiated
MetaAgentA tion will then be in luded into a request message and forwarded to the dedi ated meta agent by the
RAJA infrastru ture. As in the ase of meta agents, the
RAJA infrastru ture provides ea h ontroller with a dispat her, whi h re eives messages from meta agents and automati ally a tivates the ode, whi h operates on the replies
from the meta agents.
To hide ommuni ation laten y and enable parallelism,
a basis agent an spe ify whether it wants to wait for the
ompletion of an intera tion between its ontroller and some

meta agents blo kingly. If it does not, the basis agent ontinues its domain-spe i omputation while its ontroller and
some meta agents pro ess its request. RAJA methods are
available for basis agents to test and wait for the ompletion
of an intera tion.
A number of FIPA implementations are available nowadays [11℄. To save programming ost we intended to implement our RAJA infrastru ture on top of those. After
evaluating several of them we hose the JADE Framework
[3℄ and FIPA-OS [9℄ as testbed and implemented RAJAJADE and RAJA-FIPA-OS respe tively. Some methods
of JADE/FIPA-OS an almost dire tly be used for basis
agents. Others are used as base for the RAJA methods
whi h have a higher abstra tion. In general, the RAJA API
follows the FIPA notation to ensure that RAJA an be easily
ported to other FIPA implementations. In order to provide
as mu h portability of the ode implemented using RAJA as
possible, useful on epts, whi h are ontained in one FIPA
implementation (e.g. FIPA-OS) but not in the other (e.g.
JADE), have been simulated in RAJA. However, it seems to
be impossible to design a totally uni ed RAJA API, whi h
hides all the di eren es of the key on epts of the underlying
FIPA implementations. For example, the on ept of agent
tasks of RAJA must be mapped onto the multitasking model
of JADE and the multithreading model of FIPA-OS respe tively. The di eren e of these two models is now visible
to the programmers through the RAJA API. Moreover, the
urrent RAJA implementations support the interoperability
of agent platforms whi h is the obje tive of the initiative
Agent ities [1℄. Agents developed under RAJA-JADE and
RAJA-FIPA-OS are able to ommuni ate with ea h other.

5. APPLICATIONS
An agent infrastru ture lives with the servi es it an provide and the appli ations it has been used to support. We
have implemented the meta agents Resour e Monitor, Load
Balan er and Remote Exe utor and used them in developing
the following resour e-adaptive appli ations.

5.1 Multi-fidelity video streaming
The ar hite ture of a resour e-adaptive video streaming
appli ation whi h transfers videos at di erent levels of delity a ording to the available resour es is illustrated in
gure 2.

Figure 2: Multi- delity video streaming
The video server keeps ea h movie in several preomputed versions, whi h di er in their level of delity and

thus their bandwidth demand. The real availability of bandwidth between the video player and the server an be indire tly measured in frame loss rate, whi h in reases with the
de lining availability of bandwidth. The video player atta hes ea h request for a movie with a resour e des ription
(resour eDes ), whi h des ribes e.g. the lo al display apability and the estimated available bandwidth (see gure
3). This information is kept by the meta agent, the lo al
Resour e Monitor, and an be a essed through ontrollers
(getResour e). The video server sends the movie with the
level of delity it hose a ording to the resour e des ription.
During the video steaming pro ess the ontroller of the video
player monitors the frame loss rate. On e a ertain threshold
is ex eeded, it estimates the availability of bandwidth and
informs the fa t both to its basis agent (notifyStop) and to
the Resour e Monitor (updateResour e ). When noti ed the
basis agent sends a new request whi h ontains an updated
resour e des ription to the video server. The video server is
asked to stop the urrent transmission and send the movie
at an adapted level of delity from now on. The Resour e
Monitor should be noti ed by the ontroller to ensure that
the up-to-date resour e information an be shared among
the basis agents lo ated on the same site.

5.2 Transparent load balancing
Dynami load balan ing has often been used to minimize
the exe ution time of single tasks and the overall throughput in parallel and distributed systems. Under RAJA a
resour e-unaware agent be omes a load-balan ed agent almost transparently: The default ontroller provided by the
RAJA infrastru ture is able to
 monitor the load of its basis agent,
 inform the meta agent Load Balan er of the load

hanges (e.g. from normal to overload and vi e versa,
or from normal to underload and vi e versa),



nd with the help of the Load Balan er the most suitable agent, whi h an handle the pending request in
ase of lo al overload, and

 subsequently onta t the meta agent Remote Exe utor

to transfer the pending request.

This pro ess is totally en apsulated inside the default ontroller and happens automati ally without interfering with
the basis agents. However, agent developers have the possibility to dea tivate this feature, if load balan ing and remote
<?xml version='1.0'?> <Resour eDes ription>
exe ution are not desirable. The de nition of over- and un<Bandwith>
derload thresholds is highly appli ation-dependent. RAJA
<BytesPerSe ond reliable='yes'>10000</BytesPerSe ond>provides agent developers with methods to expli itly spe ify
</Bandwith>
initial values for them. During runtime the ontroller ould
learn the ideal values based on the monitored performan e
<CPU> <mips>1,34</mips> </CPU>
behaviour and adjust them dynami ally. Figure 4 shows the
sample ode a load balan ed video server agent.
<Audio supported='no'> </Audio>

<Video>
<fps min='10' max='50' default='30'/>
<resX>1024</resX>
<resY>768</resY>
<numColors>65536</numColors>
</Video>
</Resour eDes ription>

Figure 3: Resour e des ription in XML-syntax
In the des ription above, the video server de ides for a delity level a ording to the prevailing resour e availability.
This is the most natural way, be ause among all the omponents it has the most exa t knowledge about the available
delity levels. However, it is also possible, that the ontroller of the video player itself or with the help of a meta
agent, whi h is spe ialized in video appli ations, makes the
de ision. All the variants an be easily realized with RAJA
and additionally, the de ision for one of the variants needs
not be made at build time but an be made dynami ally at
runtime. This emphasizes the exibility of our infrastru ture
design.
We have implemented a video lient and a video server
agent to stream MPEG movies, whereby the Berkeley
MPEG Player mpeg play [21℄ has been used to display the
movies. The ontroller at the lient side inter epts the reeived MPEG stream and al ulates the frame loss rate.

publi

lass VideoServer extends BasisAgent {

publi VideoServer ( ) {
super ();
// Express the wish of load balan ing and
// set the initial values for under- and overload
// using the lass Resour eAwarenessConfiguration
Resour eAwarenessConfiguration myConfig =
new Resour eAwarenessConfiguration ();
myConfig.setLoadBalan ing ( true );
myConfig.setLoadThreshold ( 1, 5 );
setResour eAwarenessConfiguration ( myConfig );
// Initiate an instan e of the default ontroller
// and atta h it to the video server
myController = new Controller ( this );
atta hController ( myController );
}
publi void startAgent () {
// ore fun tionality of the video server
}

Figure 4: A load balan ed video server agent
The working prin iple of a load balan ed video streaming using RAJA is outlined in gure 5. The video server
is repli ated as server A and B . On e the number of waiting requests ex eeds the overload threshold by a newly inoming request (in gure 5 it is symbolized by the hat hed

Figure 5: Load balan ed video streaming

5.3 A spatial reasoning engine
In the ontext of the mobile tourist guide Deep Map [20℄,
a omponent for spatial reasoning SpaCE (Spatial Cognition Engine) was developed, whi h is urrently being ported
to RAJA. Deep Map is a multi-agent system, and therefore,
SpaCE as part of the system, was designed as an agent.
Even more, it is a multi-agent system of it's own, or a
so alled holon [12℄ onsisting of several autonomous subagents, whi h ooperate in order to solve spatial reasoning
problems. This nested or holoni ar hite ture was hosen
be ause there are many ( on urrent) pro esses involved in
spatial reasoning, whi h intera t to solve a spe i problem. Figure 6 illustrates the logi al ar hite ture of SpaCE,
whi h onsists of several sub-tasks, for example, Relations
or Identi ation.
SpaCE makes a good example for a omplex agent that
might require a great deal of resour es, but does also allow
for many di erent resour e adaptation strategies to be applied in its sub-tasks. In order to provide a user with easily
understandable spatial des riptions and to properly analyze
his utteran es, extended regions of a detailed world model
must be sear hed, user and ontext models should be taken
into a ount, and large databases have to be queried for
information about the obje ts found in the model. Furthermore, there are many geometri al omputations whi h must
be performed for ea h obje t involved.
Sin e the user expe ts a reply within a reasonably short
time and with a reasonable quality, resour e onsiderations
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square assigned to the server A), the ontroller is triggered
to perform some load balan ing exe ution. It informs the
meta agent Load Balan er of the a tual lo al load of video
server A (updateLoadInfo) and asks for a video server whi h
an satisfy the request instead of server A. Based on the
gathered load information and some load balan ing algorithms Load Balan er nds the most suitable video server,
e.g. the underloaded video server B , and answers with its
name. Upon getting the answer from Load Balan er the ontroller sends the new request, together with the name of the
remote exe utor, to the meta agent Remote Exe ution. The
task of this meta agent is to modify the request, su h that
the remote exe utor nds it in the form as if it were dire tly
addressed to it, and to forward the request to the a tual remote exe utor. It is also possible that the new request must
be performed by the server A, be ause the ommuni ation
ost and the waiting time at a remote server fully nullify the
potential saving by a remote exe ution.

monitor resources

Figure 6: Logi al ar hite ture of SpaCE
play an important role in this ontext. SpaCE was originally implemented on top of a ustom FIPA-based middleware written in Java, whi h does not provide resour e handling. Sin e there is no information on available bandwidth
or omputational resour es, the agent annot reason about
these important fa tors properly.
Moreover, SpaCE is already very omplex even without
resour e-awareness (e.g. intera ting, on urrent pro esses;
multi-fa torial obje t evaluation; et ). Mixing reasoning
about resour es and adaptation strategies with the ore
fun tionality would require a great e ort and also make the
software too omplex to maintain or extend. Using RAJA as
middleware, these problems an be avoided and we an take
full advantage of the on eptual separation between domainspe i
omputation and resour e reasoning. In leaving the
spatial reasoning omponents of SpaCE mostly un hanged
and realizing them as a basis agent, resour e adaptation
strategies and reasoning an be implemented within the orresponding ontroller (see gure 6).
Sin e there are many resour es that an be identi ed in
this ontext, ne-grained adaptation strategies an be formulated. Aside from the overall response time, there are
other important resour es: the available bandwidth, the
omputational power available, and the number of agent
instan es that an be reated (e.g. in order to simultaneously evaluate several obje ts). To adapt to the hanging
availability of resour es, an agent doing spatial reasoning
has several options. It an e.g.
 adjust the level of obje t abstra tion, whi h it uses to
ompute spatial relations. Depending e.g. on the available bandwidth, obje ts an either be abstra ted to
a single point, its bounding re tangle, its outline, its
bounding box, or it an be analyzed using a full edged
3D model.
 adapt the amount of information, whi h is taken into

a ount when evaluating di erent obje ts. This an
range from none to all available information, in luding
e.g. olor, fun tion, histori al data, et .

 sele t di erent omputational methods, that are used

to establish e.g. spatial relations. This in ludes purely
qualitative al uli, simple region-based reasoning, exhaustive quantitative analysis et .

 hoose a level of granularity, whi h forms the start-

ing point for the analysis. By adjusting this fa tor,
the reasoning an be performed either very roughly, or
very pre isely, or at several levels inbetween.

 vary the threshold value for a eptable results, thereby

either speeding up the omputation (if the threshold
is set to a low value), or yielding high quality results
(if it is set to a high value).

Even if one only onsiders the adaptation strategies in
this short list, it is lear that there is a great potential for
ne-grained resour e adaptive behavior. However, SpaCE is
also taking ognitive [24℄, physi al and ontextual resour es
into a ount. These in lude, e.g., the (short term) memory
load, the attentional fo us, and the retention performan e
of a user, as well as his travel speed, and his urrent means
of transportation. The reasoning that is done on these fa tors an also bene t from the separation of purely domainspe i
omputation and resour e onsiderations. By making the adaptation strategies for te hni al resour es and the
resour es themselves expli it in RAJA, it be omes mu h
easier to map ognitive, physi al and ontextual resour es
to te hni al ones, and to sele t the appropriate adaptation
strategy. In addition, the task of modifying the mapping
(e.g. be ause of new psy hologi al results) is fa ilitated.

6.

DISCUSSION

RAJA lls the gap of supporting resour e-adaptivity left
by existing agent infrastru tures promoting agent interoperability. In ontrast to the spe i ations FIPA 2000, whi h
are on erned with providing an infrastru ture to monitor
and ontrol the ever hanging resour es su h as ommuniation onne tion, RAJA goes a step further by supporting
adaptation both at system- and appli ation-level. The proposed Monitor Agent is omparable to our meta agent Resour e Monitor. Compared to non agent-based middleware
addressing resour e-awareness su h as Odyssey and Agilos
RAJA distinguishes itself by its greater exibility, whi h
hara terizes agent-based approa hes. Adaptation de isions
an be negotiated between the agents or made orporately
at runtime. RAJA di ers from a tor- or agent-based approa hes su h as TLAM or DECAF by its on ept of ontrollers. The expli it distin tion of basis agents and their
ontrollers learly separates domain-spe i
omputation
from re e tive omputation addressing resour e-adaptivity.
This makes it possible to onvert a lega y resour e-unaware
appli ation into a resour e-adaptive appli ation easily by
atta hing a ontroller. The separation between ontrollers
and meta agents allows the basis agents to be more autonomous ( ompared to the TLAM ar hite ture [28℄). Their
ontrollers an use the servi es of several meta agents simultaneously, hoose the most suitable adaptation suggestion or
even apply a ombination of several of them.

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the RAJA agent infrastru ture for resour eadaptive systems. It is a multi-level re e tive ar hite ture:
 The de oupling of basis agents and meta agents sep-

arates non-fun tional resour e management from appli ation fun tionality. Algorithms and poli ies implemented by the system-level meta agents are reusable

by di erent appli ations. Changes an be implemented
without a e ting the basis agents.
 The distin tion between basis agents and their on-

trollers allows stru tured programming and eases the
transformation of resour e-unaware lega y systems
into resour e-adaptive systems.

 The separation between ontrollers and meta agents

isolates appli ation- from system-level resour e management and advo ates autonomy of agents.

We implemented a prototype of RAJA and have been implementing several resour e-adaptive agent systems based
on it. We ompared our on ept with existing spe i ations,
agent infrastru tures and resour e-aware middleware.
For further work we are interested in providing intelligent task s heduling and task distribution both at intra- and
inter-agent level. At the intra-agent level RAJA provides
ea h basis agent with a lo al s heduler, whi h determines
the exe ution order of the (sub-)tasks ontained within the
agent. The urrent RAJA implementations use the default
s hedulers delivered by JADE and FIPA-OS, whi h applies
a round-robin non-preemptive s heduling poli y and allows
tasks to be exe uted in the order events (e.g. in oming messages) arrive for those tasks respe tively. We plan to improve the default s hedulers and add the ability to distribute
the (sub-)tasks, if possible, to exploit parallelism and assure
balan ed load in distributed environments. At the interagent level an in oming request to the MAS should be at rst
de omposed into sub-requests to several basis agents. This
task of de omposition is appli ation-spe i and must be
handled by agent developers themselves. The RAJA infrastru ture ould s hedule the sub-requests using a meta agent
alled S heduler and distribute them to basis agents whi h
are possibly lo ated on di erent sites. Provided with expli itly spe i ed task stru tures, intelligent lo al s hedulers, and
the meta agent S heduler, the RAJA infrastru ture supports
adaptation both at planning- and s heduling-level [5℄.
Additionally, we see several points to enhan e the RAJA
prototype. We will equip the default ontroller with learning algorithms, su h that adaptation de isions an be made
more \adaptively". For example, when pro ting from load
balan ing the de nition of overload threshold ould be adjusted a ording to the performan e behaviour. The urrent
meta agent Load Balan er uses a simple sender-initiated load
balan ing algorithm, where the overloaded agent a tivates
the balan ing pro ess. We intend to support a wider range
of load balan ing algorithms. Agent developers should be
provided with methods to spe ify one of them for a tual use
and even to insert their own algorithms. To further ease
agent development we plan to o er a graphi al interfa e to
spe ify the task stru ture of basis agents and visualization
tools to show the lo al loads of agents, as well as the dynami distribution of (sub-)tasks, whi h together a hieve
ertain goals.
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